
Getting the Most out of Today’s 
Presentation

1.  We will start at 9:30amPST        
on the dot. 

2.  Build Relationships! Feel 
free to network before and 
during the webinar! Share 
your Facebook business 
page, Share your LinkedIn 
profile. 

3.  Be ready to take in what 
you NEED to hear. 

4.  Be ready to ASK questions. 
5.  Be ready to get off the call 

and IMPLEMENT! 



Storytelling: How to leverage your 
passion for your practice to drive 

clients to your doorstep


Presented by two cool chicks at 

ZynnyMe, Inc. and Melanie Gorman 
from YourTango



Our intention today: To show you
•  Why stories work so well for connecting with the 

clients you most want in your practice
•  How to tell a story that inspires action, instead 

of inhibiting action
•  How your stories can get people to find your 

website, and turn them into clients
•  How to know what to write about and how 

often.



We will also
•  Answer your questions about self-disclosure in 

storytelling
•  Give tips for overcoming the fear of sharing your 

writing with the world. 
•  Do Live Q & A



Share your personal intention for 
today in the chatbox now!



Why We Invited Melanie from 
YourTango

•  Trained as a Therapist
•  She’s fancy…
•  13 Million Views a Month
•  Sees the value in your story
•  Sees the value in your expertise



Are you ready?
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Storytelling: Leveraging Your 
Passion For Your Practice To 
Drive Clients To Your Doorstep
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Storytelling is deeply rooted in human nature. 
It is a story that involves the head and the heart that moves people to use 

their hands and feet in action.



Psychologically speaking, 
people see themselves in 

your story.  Reading it should 
leave them with a taste of 
what they can “get” out of 

working with you. 
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Stories of passionate growth translate into, “she will work hard for me”.
Stories of ingenuity translate into, “he will be creative for me”.

Stories of over coming odds translate into, “she will listen and push for me”.
Stories of being driven translate into, “he will be dedicated to me”.
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The key to story-telling is 
understanding that 

values inspire action 
through emotion.
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Action is inhibited by inertia, fear, self-doubt, 
isolation, and apathy. 

Action is facilitated by urgency, hope, believing 
you can make an impact, uniting with others 
on an idea, and anger.  

Stories ignite emotions that urge us to take 
action and help us overcome emotions that 
stop us from action.



•  What is the story behind your practice?
•  Where did it start?
•  What drives your passion for helping people?
•  Leaving $ out of it, what motivates you to work the long hours, 

late nights, with difficult clients … helping them find love?
•  Is this conveyed to clients in your marketing? If not, why?

!
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Love. It's the most important, powerful thing in the world. The root of happiness…and so 
much more.


YourTango is the #1 media company focused on love and relationships. Our mission is to 

help people love their best and be at the center of this never-ending conversation.


YourTango presents compelling, thoughtful editorial that inspires, nurtures, informs, and 
entertains. We have created an interactive platform where our community of users, 
brands, and the world’s leading relationship experts connect and engage where it 

matters most: the heart. We strive to nestle the YourTango brand happily in hearts across 
the globe.


We believe in the power of love and dedicate ourselves to it each and every day.

!
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+ 70 other syndication sites across the Net…
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Here	  are	  a	  few	  terms	  we	  rank	  #1	  for…	  

Da,ng	   Married	  

Single	   Sex	  

Divorce	   Couples	  

Kissing	   Infidelity	  

Sex	  Posi,ons	   Love	  

Husband	  Material	   Da,ng	  AHer	  Divorce	  

Da,ng	  Rules	  	   Da,ng	  Tip	  

Emo,onally	  Unavailable	   First	  Date	  

How	  To	  Move	  On	   Why	  Men	  Cheat	  

What	  Women	  Want	   Marriage	  Advice	  
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“Content marketing means creating and sharing valuable 
free content to attract and convert prospects into 
customers, and customers into repeat buyers. 

The type of content you share is closely related to what 
you sell; in other words, you’re educating people so that 
they know, like, and trust you enough to do business with 
you.” 
                                              - Copyblogger

Note: Content Marketing can offer quick wins…but it often takes some 
time to develop a following and to get highly indexed in organic search, 
i.e. Google, Bing, Yahoo!, etc.
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Done right, it can be a very powerful lead generation, 
social and brand building tool!
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Any business, big or small, that is looking to decrease 
their advertising budget and increase their inbound 
leads organically.  In other words: YOU do.                                              
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We launched in Oct, 2008 with about 50,000 unique visitors/month. We ended 
2012 with 5.2mm uvpm, 2013 with 12.5mm uvpm and are aiming to reach 

25mm uvpm this year!
**All through organic growth where content led the way**

Source:	  Google	  Analy,cs	  
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YourTango partners with over 75 syndication partners 
across the web
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Research 
keywords & 

topics to 
blog on

Write & 
publish blog 

on your 
website

Share on 
social sites 
(FB, Twitter, 

Pinterest 
etc.)

Share on 
places like 
YourTango 

for 
syndication
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Use the right tools to do your research
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With those tools you can make informed decisions about which keywords 
to write against for optimal ranking 
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When you first start out, remember that you are 
working to rank for keywords against brands with 
greater domain authority than you likely have.  

Start with a narrow focus that’s clearly centered on 
your brand and write your blog posts with those 
keywords in mind. 

Pick one or two areas to focus on.  Remember that 
it’s hard to be all things to all people. Work on being 
the best brand for one area and then branch into 
others.
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Long-tail keywords are best when starting out. 
Think of those as short phrases like, “Looking for 
Mr. Right” or “Is She the One?”  

You have a better chance of ranking highly for your 
search terms once you’re seen by Google as a true 
authority on your topic of choice.
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Finally, don’t forget that keyword ranking is a “use it 
or lose it” strategy.  If you stop blogging, the 
competition will figure that out and ultimately 
outrank you.

Monitor your progress so you are aware of how 
you’re being evaluated by Google. 

When in doubt, write a new post around the 
keywords you want to maintain your rank for.  This 
shows Google you are serious about your business 
and not just trying to game the system.
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Relationship

Marriage-minded

Sex
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•  Telling a powerful story is an exceptional 
driver in getting people to understand your 
brand WITHOUT HAVING TO SELL THEM.

•  Content marketing is an ongoing extension 
of your brand, but delivered in a more 
meaningful way– it’s showing how your 
brand relates to the issue/topic du jour

•  White-label SEO and keyword ranking are 
must-dos to make it

•  Blogging pays dividends over time. 



Wondering	  how	  this	  
prac8cally	  fits	  into	  your	  
business?	  	  Let’s	  chat.	  


You can reach our team directly by email at 

Melanie@yourtango.com



A HUGE thank you to Melanie!

Share the #1 
thing you’ve 
learned so far!



Self-disclosure in Storytelling
•  You can write a great, inspiring story without 

self-disclosure
•  Self-disclosure can be clinically appropriate
•  Only self-disclose if you are ready for it… 
•  You will get awesomeness… and backlash…



Self-disclosure in Storytelling
•  You can write a great, inspiring story without 

self-disclosure
•  Self-disclosure can be clinically appropriate
•  Only self-disclose if you are ready for it… 
•  You will get awesomeness… and backlash…
•  But what really stops us…





Perfectionism
•  What will my colleagues think? 
•  What will my spouse think? 
•  What will my current clients think? 
•  Trying to make everybody happy…
•  Thinking you have to be perfect with tech…
•  Thinking you have to be perfect with grammar…



What if…
•  You could let go… 
•  Sink into it…
•  Trust your professional judgment…
•  Trust your clinical experience…
•  Trust your voice…
•  Get into the flow…
•  Enjoy the experience…




Time for sharing
•  What will you do differently? 
•  Share 1 commitment you make to this 

community today that involves action! 



Ways we can help
•  Chat with Melanie
•  Check out Business School Bootcamp for 

Therapists
•  Private Practice Analysis
•  Website 101 for Therapists
•  There is SO much support out there for you! 



Question and Answer Time!


